F2: PEDESTALLED BOWLS, SQUAT AND ELABORATELY CORDONED

1 Billericay, 1860 [957] =AB 220.

2 Little Hallingbury (lost; not illus.).

3 Sturry [819].

4 Cheriton, group 4, no.11, + brooches.
   no.34.

5 Standon (not illus.; recent excavations).

6 Hertford, Foxholes Farm (not illus.).

Notes
These are all quite similar, and there is nothing romanised about them, but the Sturry pot was apparently found with a Roman vessel. The Billericay pots may have been made with a template; the Cheriton vessels are more roughly made with lightly incised decoration instead of cordons.
F2: pedestal bowls, squat and elaborately cordoned.